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ABSTRACT
The importance of human is becoming more apparent in today’s competitive environment. Considering the effects of technology on work and organizations, significant factor for human-oriented issues is to have employees congruent with group. Focusing on fit as a tool for keeping this desired employee profile has become research topic for a while in human resource management. In the light of developing technology, increasing of technology-based organizations cause project-based work and working groups that are commonly occurred in these organizations increase in number. Besides person-organization fit, the result of employee’s fit/misfit with the group gain importance for organizations. One of the effects caused by fit/misfit is employees’ perception about their supervisors. The effects of value congruence of personal values with organizational values and group values, demographic similarity with group members and employee perception about job execution, attitude similarity with group members/supervisor on supervisor satisfaction are investigated in this research. 293 employees are selected at technology based organizations. Congruence is considered as similarity between components and measured via absolute difference. According to findings, person-organization value congruence, person-group value congruence, perceptual similarity with group in terms of age, and perceptual job attitude similarity with supervisor influence supervisor satisfaction, positively. Contrary to expectations, being different with group members in terms of job tenure explains the variance in supervisor satisfaction, positively. The findings highlight complementary fit concerning job tenure for the group apart from supplementary fit.
1. INTRODUCTION

Intellectual capital gain importance in today’s environment. Awareness of demographic, dispositional and socio-cultural differentiations that employees face is a critical phenomenon for managers so as to utilize differentiations and minimize their adverse effects (George and Chattopadhyay, 2002; Erdoğan et. al, 2004). Depending on technological development, the nature of jobs in technology-based organizations highlights group working. Therefore, the antecedents of fit between group and intellectual capital that is a critical input for groups are paid attention, beside to fit with organization. The project-type works commonly executed in technology based organizations highlight the role of project leader in the structure that leader organize. The employees’ perception about leader can depend on values congruence with organization and group, demographic similarity fit with working group members, and similarity of job execution attitude with group members/leader.

Person-environment fit is defined as congruence and correspondence degree between individual and environmental variables (Muchinsky and Monahan, 1987; Sekiguchi, 2004). Depending on concepts defined for environmental factors, several fit categorizations are developed (Kristof, 1996; Yang et al., 2008), and then person-environment fit is investigated in the light of environment dimension considered. Fit is examined with the concept of supplementary fit/complementary fit in the literature. Supplementary fit involves employees sharing similar attributes among their group members, whereas complementary fit is concerned with providing the skills and abilities that are not widely shared by other group members (Muchinsky and Monahan, 1987; Werbel and DeMarie, 2005).

Supplementary fit occurs when individual has the same features as other employees in work environment (Muchinsky and Monahan, 1987, Werbel and DeMarie, 2005). Complementary fit occurs when individual’s features constitute the environment or complement a component that is missing in work environment (Muchinsky and Monahan, 1987 Werbel and DeMarie, 2005). Therefore, complementary fit depends on determining human resource inadequacy in a working group and diagnosing necessary human resource features to develop (Edwards & Cooper, 1990; Werbel & Johnson, 2001).

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1. Values Congruence

Formally, values can be defined as serious and deeply held normative principles which guide a person’s beliefs, attitude and behavior (Lawson, 1989). Rokeach (1973) defined the value concept as “an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct or end-state of existence”. Values are beliefs, have motivational constructs, transcend specific actions and situations, guide selection or evaluation of actions, policies; people and events and are ordered in their importance (Swhwartz 1994, 2005a, 2006; Allport 1961; Feather, 1995; Inglehart, 1997; Kohn, 1969; Kluckhohn, 1951; Morris, 1956 and Rokeach, 1973). Types of values include ethical/moral values, doctrinal/ideological (religious, political) values, social values, and aesthetic values. Values can be looked upon as being hierarchical in nature, leading to the idea of a value system. A set of rank ordered values is called a value system. Values are heavily intertwined and therefore looking at a
person's values separately and independently of one another cannot meaningfully explain attitudes and behaviors. Value systems tend to form early in life and are very stable. Major longitudinal studies of values have in general showed their remarkable stability (Rokeach and Ball-Rokeach, 1989; Krishan, 2008); however, people's motivation and consciousness are contingent and hence people re-order their values and this makes it dynamic and this enables an individual to align his/her values to the organizational values. Change in value system requires rearrangement of the relative importance given to various values (Krishnan, 2008). The stable yet dynamic nature of values makes them foundation of behavior and identity (Dose, 1999; Meglino & Ravlin, 1998). They have substantial influence on behavioral responses (Locke, 1976; Rokeach, 1973; Postman, Bruner & McGinnies, 1948; Williams, 1979; Epstein, 1979) and dictate socially desirable conduct (Kabanoff, Waldensee, & Cohen, 1995, p. 1076) by creating compulsion to conform to the social values (Kluckhohn, 1951; Krishan, 2008).

Value in organizational level is determined by most of organization employees who are aware of organizational support for creating value (Chatman, 1989). Organizational value is defined as criterion for employees' evaluation about events, activities, and individuals desirably or undesirably. Organizational values form subjective and internal side of culture. It indicates solving way seen as acceptable and convenient for organizational issues. Organizational values reflect general aims and standards for an organization. Organization makes employees' individual values fit with organizational values and enable individual to complement or supplement with organization. It affects individual behaviour in this way. Organization causes employees to want to imitate the behaviours which serve reaching aims. Organization rewards the employees behaving parallel to organizational aims, whereas it punishes the behaviours contrary to organizational aims and values. Therefore, the possibility of fulfilling individual values increase when employees adopt organizational values and behave in accordance with these values (Eren, 2000).

According to supplementary fit aspect, value congruence is fit between individual values and values in prevailing in organization. Congruence between personal values and organizational values is also called as person-culture fit (Kristof, 1996).

Organizational working groups (i.e. geographical sub-units) have unique norms and values different from organizations in which there are (Schein, 1992; Werbel and Johnson, 2001). Therefore, fit between person and sub-units will be different from person-organization fit (Kristof, 1996). The effects of local culture and frequent communication among the employees working in the same location mean for person-group value congruence more than person-organization congruence (Metzler, 2005).

Sub-cultures in the organization are affected by hierarchical levels and functional/departmental structure (Rousseau, 1990). These differences cause to consider a new approach by researchers to evaluate person-organization fit regardless of consistency among perceived organizational values. The necessity becomes more important due to increment in the number of sub-cultures depending on differentiations in the workplace (Warren, 1996; Verquer, 2002). The groups share common values. The value dimension of person-group fit is congruence between personal values and values prevailing in the group or shared by group members.

2.2. Relational Demography

Pfeffer (1983) stated that demographic similarity with group affects organization related outputs such as creativity, performance, and managerial success. According to Pfeffer, to investigate synchronous demographic features such as age, gender and education level have more valuable effects instead of individual effects (O'Reilly et al, 1989; Surfervil,
Therefore, the term relational demography is introduced. Relational demography posits regular interaction among employees due to their positions in groups. Comparing demographic similarity among group members can explain attitude and behaviors of employees. That is to say, the demographic characteristics affecting work outputs are appeared (Tsui and O'Reilly, 1989). Lots of demography researchers focused on variables of age and tenure for investigating effect on turnover. However, when analyzing the effects of demography, all characteristics should be considered, together. Demographic profile for the group is made, afterwards (Tsui and O'Reilly, 1989; Surgevil, 2008). Perceptual similarity is a fit type that can be investigated in relational demography. Self categorization process describe group attractiveness in the light of psychological group emerged via perceptual similarity/differentiation with group members. These features can be related vocational and functional categories, as well (Surgevil, 2008). The employees different from counterparts attribute psychological meanings to these differentiations (Turner et al, 1989; Riordan, 2000). Williams and O'Reilly (1989) highlighted adverse effects of differentiations on team process depending on the degree of feeling about similarity/dissimilarity with group members. Attraction among people due to similarity of attitudes and experiences (Byrne, 1971) strengthen communication among employees (Roberts and O'Reilly, 1979; Surgevil, 2008). When group members have common attitudes regarding job execution, it is strongly possible to collaborate. Otherwise, conflict occurs (Molleman and Slomp, 2006). Therefore, similarity of employees attitudes regarding job execution with those of coworkers/supervisors can be research in this study.

Three dimensions of congruence (value, actual demographic similarity and perceptual attitude similarity) cause desired positive outputs in accordance with similarity-attraction theory and social categorization theory. Similarity/attraction theory (Byrne, 1971) posits that people like and are attracted to others who are similar, rather than dissimilar, to themselves. Before explaining self categorization theory, it is useful to mention about the term social identity. A social identity is the portion of an individual’s self-concept derived from perceived membership in a relevant social group (Tajfel and Turner 1979). Social identity theory is best described as a theory that predicts certain intergroup behaviors on the basis of perceived group status differences, the perceived legitimacy and stability of those status differences, and the perceived ability to move from one group to another. Self-categorization process describes the circumstances under which a person will perceive collections of people (including themselves) as a group, as well as the consequences of perceiving people in group terms. Although the theory is often introduced as an explanation of psychological group formation, it is more accurately thought of as general analysis of the functioning of categorization processes in social perception and interaction that speaks to issues of individual identity as much as group phenomena. Social categorization theory was in part developed to address questions that arose in response to social identity theory about the mechanistic underpinnings of social identification. Peopledivided the world into “them” and “us” based through a process of social categorization. This is known as in-group (us) and out-group (them). Social identity theory states that the in-group will discriminate against the out-group to enhance their self-image. According to these propositions, the employee who is fit with organization, group and leader in terms of values, demographic similarity and perceptual attitudinal features will carry out social categorization with his or her organization and group.
2.3. The Effect of Value Congruence and Relational Demography on Supervisor Satisfaction

Group members’ job satisfaction, commitment to organizational and group, and group performance can be directly linked to supervisor in a project organization inasmuch as a project leader coordinates group members carrying out roles depending on functional competencies in project. The level of task interdependency for works executed is high in technology-based organizations. Task interdependency requires effective interaction among members in light of their functional roles. Similar working values, norms, personality traits and demographic similarity for effective communication with other employees can be associated with successful project organization leader. Therefore; it can be obviously expressed that value congruence between person and organization, value congruence, demographic similarity and similarity of job execution attitude between person and group are antecedents of supervisor satisfaction.

Findings of meta-analysis conducted by Kristof-Brown (2005) demonstrated middle level relationship between person-organization fit and supervisor satisfaction. Supervisor satisfaction has also significant relationship with person-group fit.

The research conducted by Fagenson-Eland et al. (2005) may be referred as a proof of the effect of relational demography on satisfaction from supervisor. The researchers investigated the effects of demographic differentiations between mentor and followers on fit in terms of developmental support and perception of communication frequency. They found that there was significant fit between mentor’s perception and follower’s perception regarding developmental support and communication frequency. The more the difference between mentor and followers is in terms of organizational tenure and age, the less the fit between perception is.

In the light of theoretical knowledge explained and previous research findings, the hypotheses below can be proposed for this research:

**H1**: Similarity between personal values and values prevailing in group affects supervisor satisfaction, positively.

**H2**: Similarity between personal values and organizational values affects supervisor satisfaction, positively.

**H3**: Actual and perceptual demographic similarity with group members and perceptual similarity of job execution attitude with group members and leader affect supervisor satisfaction, positively.

3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

3.1. Sample

Sampling is selected from the pool of technology-based organizations. Technology and information-systems units of banks, software companies, production firms including high-tech R&D department, communication and GSM operators are the types of firms in which the research is carried out. 293 employees participate in this research.
3.2. Method and Scales

Supplementary fit is evaluated for the dimensions of value congruence and demographic similarity with group members. Values are determined for three times: personal values, values prevailing in group, and organizational values. Value congruence is measured via absolute difference between personal values and group values/organizational values as other fit researches (i.e. Enz, 1998; Güneşer, 2007; Çiçek, 2013). Demographic similarity with group members is measured by means of absolute difference between individual features and members features determined via calculating relational demography score. The more the difference is, the less the supplementary fit is. Job execution similarity is evaluated via employee perception. Perceptual demographic similarity and similarity of job execution attitude are evaluated by means of employee evaluation.

Values: Short version (40 items) of Organizational Culture Profile originally developed by O’Reillt et. al (1991) is utilized for determining values. Cable and Judge (1996) tested reliability and validity of 40-item scale. Seven dimensions of values are innovation, stability, respect for people, outcome orientation, attention to detail, team orientation, and aggressiveness. Items are evaluated via 5-degree Likert scale.

**Actual demographic similarity (relational demography):** Demographic similarity with group members is evaluated in terms of age, gender, marital status, education level, organizational tenure, and job tenure. Total six items are asked, and each of them is designed for one demographic characteristic. Euclid distance method is utilized for measuring. D score is calculated for each demographic characteristics. In this technique:

- \( S_i \): score of investigated demographic feature for individual
- \( S_j \): scores of the same feature for other group members
- \( n \): number of group member

D score presenting Euclid distance is shown in formula 1:

\[
D = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} (S_i - S_j)^2}
\]  

(Wagner et. al., 1984). (Tsui et. al., 1992)

The higher the value of D score for demographic feature is, the more the differentiation of individual from other group members is.

D score gets increased value by starting from point “0” for variables such as age, organizational tenure and education level-in years measured via continuous numerical scale depending on variability of demographic feature. D score can be calculated for variables such as gender, race and educational level measured via nominal scale in that 1 is for individual’s feature and 0 is for other members who are different for the same demographic feature. Each level is pointed through increasing number for demographic data measured via ordinal scale that has more than one-type of value. In this way, D score is higher for the categories that are not close to each other. (Tsui and O’Reilly, 1989).
D score gets values between 0 and 1 for these features evaluated via categorical measurement. Values closed to 1 mean differentiation degree is high in group for this demographic feature (O’Reilly et. al., 1989, Tsui and O’Reilly, 1989, Tsui et. al, 1992, Riordan, 1995); however, the value can never reach “1” (Tsui et. al, 1992).

Perceptual demographic similarity with group members (relational demography): Similarity of gender, age, marital status, education level and organizational tenure with group members is measured through individual perception. Total 5 items for each demographic feature are designed.

Job execution similarity with members/group leader (relational demography): Perception of job execution similarity with group members and group leader is evaluated by means of 2 items.

Satisfaction from leader: 4 items sub-scale of Spector Job Satisfaction Survey (1985), 1 item of MLQ 5X (Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire) developed and revised by Bass and Avalio (1980, 1995) and 1 item of Satisfaction from Supervisor Scale developed by Scarpello and Vandenberg’in (1987) are utilized for measuring satisfaction from team leader. Spector (1985) reported internal reliability as 0.82 for sub-scale of satisfaction from supervisor. The reliability value of original scale developed by Scarpello and Vandenberg’in (1987) is around 0.95-0.96. Internal reliability value of MLQ has reported between 0.74 and 0.91 in several researches (Bass ve Avolio, 1995). Items are evaluated via 5-degree Likert scale.

4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

4.1. Reliability and Validity of Scales

Difference between personal values and group values: Before calculating differences, internal reliability is calculated for personal values and group values, separately. Cronbach alpha values are 0.854 and 0.925 for these scales, respectively. Exploratory factor analysis is carried out for difference scores. Dimensions and internal reliability are shown at Table 1. (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin: 0.90; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity: 0.00)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Person Values-Group Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 6th item in the 3rd factor and the 31st in the 4th factor decreased the reliability of sub-scales. Therefore, these items are deleted from sub-scales. Internal reliability increased to 0.726 for 3rd dimension, to 0.657 for 4th dimension. The dimensions are named considering the content of items loaded and adhering original sub-scale names as much as possible. 1-respect for people 2-development and attention to rewards 3-innovativeness 4-result oriented 5-detail oriented and stability 6-competitiveness.

Difference between personal values and organizational values: Before calculating differences, internal reliability is calculated for organizational values as 0.941. Exploratory factor analysis is carried out for difference scores. Dimensions and internal reliability are shown at Table 2. (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin: 0.922; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity: 0.00)

Table 2: Exploratory Factor Analysis for Person Values-Organizational Values
The sixth factor is deleted from the scale due to unacceptable internal reliability value (<0.65). The dimensions are named considering the content of items loaded and adhering original sub-scale names as much as possible. 1-respect for people-result oriented-stability 2-development and attention to rewards 3- competitiveness 4- innovativeness 5-initiative.

Satisfaction from team leader: 6 items are loaded to one dimension as expected. Explained variance of this scale is 66.11 % and cronbach alpha is 0.889. (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin: 0.903; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity: 0.00)

4.2. The Effects of Fit Components on Satisfaction from Supervisor

The effects of fit components (independent variables) on the variability in supervisor satisfaction (dependent variable) are diagnosed via multiple linear regression analysis at SPSS program. Prerequisite assumptions before regression analysis are confirmed: Autocorrelation (Durbin-Watson: 1.5–2.5), multicollineratity (VIF <10; Tolerance >0.20; CI <30). Utilizing stepwise regression technique, independent variables that do not demonstrate significant effect are eliminated. In this way, artificial increment in \( R^2 \) is blocked. Significant effects are shown Table 3.

**Table 3: The Effects of Fit Components on Supervisor Satisfaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>Supervisor satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity of job execution attitude with leader</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-group value difference (respect for people)</td>
<td>-0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person-organization value difference (innovativeness)</td>
<td>-0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographic difference with group (job tenure)</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptual demographic similarity with group (age)</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( R^2: 0.412 \) \( \text{Adj. } R^2: 0.394 \)

According to analysis results, similarity of job execution attitude with leader, the dimension of respect for people (person-group value congruence), the dimension of innovativeness (person-organization value congruence), demographic difference with group members in terms of job tenure, and perceptual demographic similarity with group in terms of age explain 39.4% of variance in supervisor satisfaction. Similarity of job execution attitude with leader has the most significant effect on supervisor satisfaction,
positively. The least meaningful effect stems from perceptual demographic similarity by group (age) on supervisory satisfaction, relatively. Differences in values by organization and group of individuals affect supervisor satisfaction, as expected, negatively. Contrary to expectations, the increment in differences in terms of job tenure among group members enhances supervisor satisfaction. According to findings, Hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 are partially accepted.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Factors related to working environment mostly stem from manager. Meaningful job presenting increment opportunities that increase the level of satisfaction and commitment for employees, fair salary, comfortable working environment, training and development opportunities, and respect for people are usually under control of manager (Doğan and Kılınç, 2007). Previous research demonstrates that even if the level of motivation resource such as salary is not sufficient for employees, the level of job satisfaction will be high due to supervisor and company management style (Erdil et al., 2004; Erkutlu, 2008). Therefore, it can be expressed that the responsible of emerging group cohesiveness among members is group leader (Stanley, 2001). It is an expected result that possessing similar values, efficient level of communication among members and developing relations cause the level of supervisor satisfaction to increase. Employees cognitively organize their own values using the knowledge that organization presents for internalization of values in the process of value congruence (O'Reilly and Chatman, 1986). Managers take active role in this process by stating desirable values obviously, forcing values via reward and awareness, demonstrating value-consistent behaviors (Kouzes and Posner, 1995; O'Reilly and Chatman, 1986; Ostroff et. al, 2005). Therefore; the significant effect of person-group value congruence and person-organization value congruence on supervisor satisfaction emerges as expected, positively.

In this research, the dimension of respect for people (person-group value congruence) has significant effect. It is appreciated that leader develops the group culture in which respect for people prevails. Sampling in technology-based organizations consists of qualified workforce such as computer engineers and electronics engineers in this research. Value of respect for people should gain importance for employees’ intention to remain in group in technology-based organizations where turnover rate is high. The person who develops this type of group culture is seen as leader. The most significant component of person-organization value congruence occurs with the dimension of innovativeness. Due to the fact that speed of information changing is increasingly high, innovativeness should be the main value of organization. Selecting an employee having this type of value and retaining in organization are linked to achievement of project leader.

Another remarkable point related to value congruence is collective climate created via sharing values. Collective climates are created by people who have similar working values, aims, and needs or in the same/interactive working group (Schenider and Reicher, 1983). Young and Parker (1999) reported collective climate was related to employees working in interactive groups.

Strong organizational cultures and sharing perceptions by members in working group make environments that have meaningful effects on employees’ reactions regarding
working conditions (Kozlowski and Klein, 2000; Pfeffer and Salanuk, 1978; Kristof-Brown et. al., 2005). For this reason, it can be expressed that congruence of individual values with group values and organizational values means sharing of dominated values, in turn emerging collective climate. The role of organizational leaders in creating collective climate is significant. Kozlowski and Doherty (1989) demonstrated that the interaction between leader and subordinates has meaningful effect on perception of climate (Gil, et. al, 2005). In this way, collective climates can be created through value congruence with group and organization depending on leader.

Individual’s congruence with group and organization in terms of values, demographic similarity with group members, and attitude similarity of job execution with group members and leader are linked to supervisor satisfaction. In this research, perceptual age similarity with group members for individuals affect his/her satisfaction from leader, positively. Harrison et. al (2002) showed that actual differentiations in group are related to perceptions. Group differentiations perceived by members is meaningfully associated with group’s social integration (Cunnigham, 2007). Therefore, remarkable role of leader for emerging social integration in group influences satisfaction from leader due to demographic similarities. Employees are mostly young men in technology-based organizations. Comfortable communication in working environment is attributed the success of project leader forming group with these members.

According to research findings, if the employees perceive themselves as similar with project leader, the level of satisfaction from leader increases. Similar job execution attitude with supervisor develop communication and relations between supervisor and employees. Employees will identify with their supervisors regarding job execution attitude. However, attitude similarity of job execution with group members does not have significant effect on satisfaction from leader. Another supportive finding for this result is that differing in job tenure for employee among group members enhance the level of satisfaction from leader. Job description for each employee in project is determined, and each group member takes active role depending on his/her own functional competency. For this reason, there are a few employees who execute the same work as other members in the project. Employees are appointed to job in which they gain functional expertise depending on their job tenure by project leader. Therefore, the fact that project leader organizes and coordinates project operations in the light of different job tenures of employees in group is appreciated by individuals.

6. MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS AND FURTHER STUDY SUGGESTIONS

The effect of fit dimensions is considered for function of personnel selection/recruitment and retain employees in human resource management.

Traditional job analysis is not enough to select an employee for group-oriented work environments. Traditional job analysis is utilized for determining the level of knowledge, skill, and ability so as to execute job. This type of analysis is carried out at individual level, it ignores analysis at group level for group-oriented works in personnel selection process. Therefore, evaluating person-job fit, person-group fit, and person-organization fit synchronously is a robust approach in personnel selection process (Barber,1998). In this way, the relative importance of perception about person-job fit, person-group fit, and
person-organization fit can be evaluated in job choice (Carless, 2005). When turnover is an substantial issue, it is essential that managers consider measurement of person-organization fit and person-group fit simultaneously in personnel selection battery.

Employees’ proactive role in organizations is becoming more apparent in today’s competitive environment. When individuals have the same values hierarchy as group and organization, they do not have difficulty in proactive initiatives. The employees know what value should be sacrificed for the sake of desirable values (Erdogan and Baurer, 2005).

The effect of value congruence in strong/weak cultures is considerable factor for human resource management. Acceptance or rejection of individual behavior is prominent in strong cultures. Individuals in the organization having strong cultures have similar perception about organization (group)’s operations and the tool/way of pursuit goals (Del Campo, 2006). There is agreement about values among employees. Diagnosing cultural values is more difficult for individuals in weak cultures, and they have opportunity to shape cultural values. For this viewpoint, turnover rate is lower. Consistent with these views, Ashfort (1987) stated that the organizations (groups) having strong culture enhance culture. The researcher investigated the moderators of power of culture on the relationship between person-organization fit and turnover. Strong cultures react for values harder than weak cultures. Therefore, management should consider power of culture in the organization in addition to value congruence.

Another point regarding value congruence to consider, the adverse effect of person-organization fit in high level. Literature for person-organization fit points out adverse potential results of person-organization fit in very high level and remarks incompetency for adaptation to environment and decrease in organizational innovation (Meglino and Ravlin, 1998; Schneider, 1987; Erdogan and Bauer, 2005). Homogeneity of working values that employees adopt causes homogeneity for interpreting organizational events and for reacting. This situation blocks organizational performance in case adaptation to change and innovativeness need (Meglino and Ravlin, 1998; Schneider, 1987, Erdogan et. al, 2004). Walsh (1987) asserted that fit in high level trigger organizational saturation. Accordingly, managers are faced with necessity to balance adverse effects of differentiations for blocking and useful effects of these differences for utilizing (Tsui et. al, 1992; Sürgevil, 2008).

Diagnosing moderators of the relationship congruence-satisfaction from leader is questionable research field to minimize the effects of misfit and to utilize the different viewpoints stemming from heterogeneity of working values and demographic features (Erdogan, et. al, 2004). Kristof-Brown et al. (2005) suggested that moderator variables such as dispositional/individual and environmental characteristics and mediation variables having the same importance as moderator variable should be diagnosed.

Some researchers propose that the density of interactive communication and collective structure relations can diminish depending on increasing in the number of group members (Whitman, et., al., 2010). Therefore, the number of employee in group can be added to research model as moderator variable for diagnosing effects of unit size in further study.
Another moderator variable for considering in fit research can be time. Harrison et. al (1998) investigated the effect of surface-level (demography) differences and deep-level (attitudinal) differences on group social integration. Researchers reported that the time group members work together reduce the effect of surface-level differences and enhance the effect of deep-level differences in case group members have opportunities to participate in interactions.

Group identity can moderate occurring conflict depending on the effect of value and demographic dissimilarities on interactions among individuals. Group identity enables individuals who are different from each other to behave regarding group norms. In that way, acceptability of individuals in group strengthens (Hobman and Bordia, 2006) and unfavorable effects of differences diminish (Surgevil, 2008). The effect of group identity can be considered for value differences that closely direct interactions among individuals, but do not have significant effect on satisfaction in this research. Group identity also regulate the association of dissimilarities (age, gender, race) with task conflict and association of dissimilarities (gender and vocational) with relationship conflict (Hobman and Bordia, 2006). Participants’ perception about group identity can be questioned for insignificant relational demography variables in this research as further study.
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